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PS81 - Height Endurance Pro C
Collection:  Head Protection
Range:  PPE
Materials:   ABS,  Polycarbonate,  EPS  (Expanded
Polystyrene)
Outer Carton:  6

Product information
New climbing style helmet addition to the PORTWEST Height Endurance
head protection line featuring a high-performance ABS/PC helmet shell
with inner foam liner and a chin strap inclusive. This helmet meets the
requirements of ANSI/ISEA Z89.1 for Type II Class C. Type II helmets help
to reduce the force of impacts not only to the top but also the side of the
head and make it an all-round excellent choice of head protection. Vents in
the helmet shell help to reduce heat by allowing hot air to escape. It meets
the optional  performance requirements of  Lower Temperature (LT) and
Higher Temperature (HT). Compatible with PW47 earmuffs and PS58 visor
holder for mesh visor PS94 or clear visor PW99.

Head Protection
Portwest’s  head  protection  range  aims  to  benefit  our  customers  by
combining the most up to date styles and standards in head protection,
irrespective of job or location. Innovative, comfortable and lightweight hard
hats available for multiple uses.

PPE
Portwest Head PPE range applies the latest standards to deliver the highest
level of protection. Comfortable and lightweight, the PPE range will ensure
a pleasant wear, even for long periods of use. Your safety is our mission.

Standards
ANSI/ISEA Z89.1 TYPE II (Class C (LT, HT))

Features
ANSI Type II helmet helps to reduce the impact force to the top or●

sides of the head

Vented helmet shell to allow air circulation cooling the wearer's head●

Meets the optional high temperature (HT) and low temperature (LT)●

test requirements

Inner expanded polystyrene foam●

Compatible with PW47 clip-on ear muff●

Y-style 4-point chin strap●

Sweatband included for more wearing comfort●

Wheel ratchet size adjustment for easy fitting●

Attachment slot for head light at the front of the helmet●

Compatible with PS58 hard hat visor holder●

New style●
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PS81 - Height Endurance Pro C
Commodity Code:

Test House

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
PS81YER Yellow 45.0 30.0 40.0 0.6500 0.0540 5036108442102 15036108929341


